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IdentifYing and analysing the deliberate allusion of an author to the words
of another has consistently been one of the principal preoccupations of
Latin philology. In the last fifteen years or so, a redefinition and sharpening
of this interest has led to its repositioning within the critical theoretical
domain of intertextuality. A few books in particular, G.B. Conte's The
Rhetoric ofImitation: Genre and Poetic Memory in Virgil and Other Poels
(1986), Joseph Farrell's Vergil s Georgics and the Traditions ofAncient
Epic: The Art of Allusion in Literary History (1991), Stephen Hinds'
Allusion and Intertext: Dynamics ofAppropriation in Roman Poetry (1998)
and Lowell Edmunds' Intertextuality and the Reading of Roman Poetry
(2001), have challenged preconceived notions and hopefully succeeded in
easing this aspect of Latin philology forward into a broader area of
theoretical enquiry. Barchiesi's hook must be regarded as an excellent, if
somewhat understated, contribution to this field of research.

In a brief preface, Barchiesi (B.) clearly slates his purpose in
presenting this collection of eight articles, previously published in various
journals over a decade (1986-1997) which saw a burgeoning of interest in
the problematics of intertextuality in the field of classics: 'Taken together,
the papers seek to describe the Ovidian poetics of allusion as a crucial
moment in the history of Roman intertextuality, and offer perspectives on
other texts of Roman and Alexandrian literature' (8). Since the articles are
arranged chronologically rather than thematically, the volume provides a
valuable overview of B.'s, and classical scholarship's, developing
awareness of the theoretical aspects of literary interpretation. One might
expect a robust Introduction to usher in such a collection, but B. delays a
more defined outline ofhis views on intertextuality to almost the end ofthe
book (Ch. 7: 'Some points on a map of shipwrecks'). Apart from the
undesirability of breaking up the slated chronological sequence of the
essays, this delaying device affords the reader the opportunity to gain an
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insight into B.'s analytical approach to the texts, before engaging with the
theoretical framework which sustains it. Nevertheless, a concise
introduction outlining the main aspects of the theory and describing how
B.'s developing insights adhere to its general pattern, or subvert it, would
have been useful both in clarifYing R's ideas from the outset and in
rendering the collection more innnediately accessible to non-specialists in
the field

The volume opens with 'Continuities', an essay in which the
importance of an intertextual reading towards the resolution of textual
problems is convincingly demonstrated: identifying allusion to Homeric
and Vrrgilian texts opens the way to establishing a modified reading of
Ovid, Heroides 3.44 (nec uenil inceptis mollior hora malis replaces nec
uenil inceptis mollior hora meis). R, though, gOes further: 'narrative
continuity' and 'continuation of texts' (28) emerge not ouly from
connections between Ovid and other authors, but, even more interestingly,
between Ovid's own works as well. Referring to the 'speaking volumes' of
Tristia 1.1 and 1.7, R discovers 'complex relationships' between the
Tristia and preceding Ovidian poetry, particularly the Metamorphoses:
'New texts reread their predecessors. 11tis extraordinary image, ofvolumes
conversing while locked in their cabinet, gives us perhaps the extreme
example of Ovid's intertextual imagination ... When carefully combined,
texts classically closed and delimited, apparently impermeable, can open
themselves up to new avenues ofmeaning ... There is no reason why Ovid
should stop this web ofconnections at the threshold ofhis own works, now
that he has written so much that he can find in them a copious universe of
texts waiting to be explored and mapped out' (27-28). The quoted passage
tells us as much about Ovid's intertextualjourney as it does about B.'s: the
threat of subjectivity inherent in intertextual readings is circumvented by
foregrounding Ovid's own injunctions to his book in Tristia I.l and 1.7.

This strategy foreshadows R's subsequent mode of intertextual
analysis, which defines allusion as a mechanism revealing a code for
interpretation, not delivering a message: 'lntertextuality is an event, not an
object. It is not a thing, a fixed given to be analysed, but a relation in
motion, even a dynamic destabilization' (142). The comment, found in the
theoretical overview ofCh. 7, illuminates the author's intention in Chapters
2-5. In 'Narrativity and convention in the Heroides' the shifting interplay
ofgenres - epic and elegy - and of the roles of the heroines who embody
them (penelope, Briseis, Dido) reveals Ovid's originality in subverting
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generic conventions and in using paradigms whose value resides precisely
in their belonging to a pre-existent literary world: '[Ovid's] hesitation
between the codes ofelegy and ofepos becomes the very literary space of
these epistles, and the simultaneous presence of the codes shows, at once,
their power ... and their conventional, relative nature' (42). From
examining intertextual connections between genres, B. turns, or returns, to
explore connections within Ovidian works themselves. Narratological
theory is employed to refute assumptions of a 'Single Narrator' in 'Voices
and narrative "instances" in the Metamorphoses', and 'interconnections'
between the various narrative frames are invoked to account for what B.
calls po/yeideia or multifonnity of voices, in preference to 'polyphony':
'Experience of other narrative works suggests that between frames and
inserted stories mutual implications may arise, interconnections ouly
hinted at, but integral to the creation of meaning' (50). Particularly
interesting and well nuanced is the re-examination of the speech of
Pythagoras (Met. 15), which exposes hidden ironies and reiterates B.'s
conviction that 'every narrative expression is to be viewed in context,
taking into account the audience, the speaker, and the temporal frame set
up by the text' (77).

Chapters 4 and 5, 'Teaching Augustus through allusion and future
reflexive: two modes ofallusion and the Heroides', explore diverse facets
of the process of allusion. The first essay focuses on the relationship
between politics and aesthetics, between social and literary functions, and
on the links between knowledge and power which 'no student of didactic
poetry ought to ignore.' The texts examined are two letters (Horace's Ep.
2.1 and Ovid's Trist. 2) addressed to Augustus, who is set up as a 'didactic
addressee'. In a convincing analysis of Ovid's tour de force - a daring
intertextual construction of Augustus as a reader of elegiac poetry -, B.
observes how the poet presents the emperor with an illusion of the
separatedness ofpoetry and life, and employs allusion (to Tibullus, Virgil,
Catullus 16, for instance) to create indeterminacy and instability of
meaning: 'A good reader and a good poet know that intertextuality can
uu1eash a real struggle for power by which the poetic act proliferates
indeterminate meanings' (99). In the subsection 'Crime and literary
allusion', B. steers an even course between formalist and historicist
readings of Ovid's tantalising cannen et error ('I have to admit that I do
not find this question irrelevant to the reading of Tristia 2', 100) and
concludes: 'Tristia 2, ifAugustus knows how to listen, is above all a lesson
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on one important aspect of poetIy, its instability of meaning' (102). In
'Future reflexive' B. engages with another aspect ofallusion: its close links
with literary self-consciousness ('allusion and literary self-consciousness
are not easily detachable entities', 105) and its potential for creating
(dramatic) ironies when it is projected into the future. The letters ofMedea
(Her. 12) and Acontius and Cydippe (Her. 20-21) reveal that Ovid's
heroines 'are conditioned by an intertextuality which is not simply
mythological, but specifically literary' (114) and are caught up in a conflict
of literary codes and genres which produces further indeterminacy of
generic boundaries and unease in the reader. In an interesting subsection
titled 'Reading is dangerous', B. explores allusivity within the context of
reading and writing. Ovid's web of allusions to Callimachus' Aitia is
mirrored in Cydippe's dilemma as to whether or not she should read aloud
the message inscribed on the apple: 'Reader and rewriter of Callimachus,
Ovid has exploited to the full a story [ofAcontius and Cydippe] in which
the acts of reading and writing play a fundamental part, and has made of it
a conclusion to a poetic book ofheroic epistles, a book in which the act of
writing itself is (by implication) exalted to the rank ofheroic action' (123).

Chapters 6 and 7 address the issue of intertextuality from a more
theoretical standpoint. 'Tropes ofintertextuality in Roman epic' discusses
at length a recurring preoccupation in thes.e essays: literary self
consciousness and its relation to allusion. Here B. advocates the
exploration not of the links between certain texts, but rather of the manner
in which these links are represented and of 'the tropes that translate them,
figures that precipitate and render them visible' (129). These 'canonic
themes and formal conventions ofepic poetry', such as fate, fame, dreams,
prophecy, images, and echoes, are called 'tropes of intertextuality' by B.
and are seen to form a connective tissue ofgeneric consciousness between.
texts. Such an 'iconic' system of self-conscious connection will not
convince everyone, as it lays itself open to a large amount of subjective
manipulation on the part of the reader, but it is an interesting attempt at
systematization. Chapter 7, 'Some points on a map of shipwreck', offers a
useful and clearly-worded survey of problems relating to intertextuality,
based on observations made at a 1995 conference on the subject, providing
further insights into B.'s approach to this complex issue. Eight points
summarise agreements and divergences, offering elements for further
enqniry and discussion: for instance, one may conclude from this survey
that B. strives to encourage a reconciliation between formalist and
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historicist readings of ancient texts (a concept reiterated in the last essay,
'Ovid the censor'); or that he strongly believes that interpretations of both
model and alluding text are not fixed or immutable, taking issue with an
approach which consists in considering 'the meaning of the allusion as
open, problematic, negotiable, while the meaning of the model is thought
to be reasonably certain and univocal' (142); or that concepts such as
'evaluation' or 'aesthetic judgment' need to be reassessed and recon~

sidered. I found this chapter particularly valuable in that it provides a low
key, dispassionate, and balanced account of what is important and what
ought to be marginal in this field of study.

The collection, clearly directed at a specialist readership, provides
an excellent introduction to several issues in the area of intertextuality and
although the density ofargumentation in some of the chapters might prove
discouraging to beginners, the lucidity and originality displayed throughout
should appeal to serious postgraduate students ofclassics.

SiraDambe
University ofSouth Africa, Pretoria

Maurizio Bettini, Classical Indiscretions: A Millennial EnqUiry into the
State of the Classics. Translated by John McManamon. London:
Duckworth, 200 I. pp. 160. ISBN 0-7156-2970-0 (Pb). £12.99

This slim volume, first published in Italian under the title I classici nell 'eta
dell'indiscrezione (1995), is bound to elicit conflicting responses, relating
to both matters of style and contents. The manner ofexposition is diffuse,
and the book recalls in its development a series of essays appearing over
time in a literary newspaper rather than a sequence of chapters tightly
arranged around a core theme. The relaxed style, humorous delivery, and
pervasive irony create a mood more reminiscent ofa cultured conversation
between knowledgeable peers than oftutorials delivered in earnest. At first
reading. a general impression is formed of amused detachment, urbane
disapproval of contemporary myths/foibles, and elegantly worn erudition.
Indeed, some might contend that the undeniable charm of the style
somewhat obfuscates the author's thesis, or even substitutes for one. I
think, however, that such a response would not do justice to the seriousness
of purpose that underlies the discursive exposition and to the passionate
engagement Bettini (B.) holds with the classics; a concern perhaps too
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often masked by a keenness for the 'battuta di spirito' (witticism) and by
references to peculiarly Italian locutions (for instance, sfizio, 39ft) or
modes ofthinking (the latter observation may be applied to the entire book,
which is so pointedly directed at an Italian readership that an Anglo-Saxon
one might well feel at a loss, here and there, as to how to unravel, or enjoy
the flavour of; a particular allusion or idiom).

A second reading, however, makes it clear that the deliberately
conversational style should not be allowed to distract the reader from the
often provocative and thought-provoking substance of the discussion.
What is B. 's theme? He argues, over seven chapters or from seven different
fronts, that the classics, viewed either as a buffer against or an obstacle to
the vulgarities of contemporary culture, remain - whether one likes it or
not - an immovable, profoundly influential, presence in our world: a world
inextricably enclosed within the written word and unceasingly feeding off
the worst excesses produced by this imprisonment. By emphasising the
ambivalence peculiar to modern responses to the classics - seen both as a
cultural burden (Berchoux's lament: 'Who will deliver me from the Greeks
and the Romans?' is ironically echoed in the authorial comment: 'It takes
too much energy to read the classics, and when one has ploughed through
them one is still disappointed because they are not modern. So let's liberate
ourselves from them once and for all', 76) and as a bastion of written
culture, impervious to the vulgarities of our age -, B.'s thesis eschews
banality and starry-eyed praise of the past per se.

On the other hand, the reader is too often left to guess or deduce
that B. actually does attribute a solid value to the classics; the reasons for
the author's unstated admiration for ancient texts are never expressed
explicitly. The lines ofthe argument are not clearly drawn, beyond the fact
that the classics are seen to resist the habit of indiscretion - scandalous
revelations and various kinds of 'unmasking' - to which our age is
enthusiastically prone (the Italian title offers a much clearer indication of
this than the English one, which I find misleading). Some of the most
notable blights ofwhat B. calls the Age ofIndiscretion, such as the inability
to choose what not to know or the enslavement to the concept of
anniversary ('a tangible point of reference', 36) or the fascination held by
pre-digested anthological collections (ofpurple-patch passages, quotations,
etymologies), are discussed under chapters displaying varying length (one
page for Ch. 4, 5 for Ch. I, 44 for Ch. 6) but constant fluidity. The
argument does not, as a rule, develop linearly, but obliquely, by
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